STOP THINKING LIKE AMERICANS AND START THINKING ABOUT HUMANITY... 

Trump and his open call for torture and killing the families of people accused of “terrorism” is NOT “Against What America Stands For”—Trump IS what America has ALWAYS in truth stood for and what its system has idolized—taken to an open, grotesque, and revealing extreme.

Hillary Clinton is a proven repeat-offender war criminal... with the blood of hundreds of thousands of people on her hands... a REAL “super-predator”* thirsting to run a predatory system.

* While campaigning for Bill Clinton’s 1996 re-election, Hillary Clinton used the phrase “super-predators” to describe Black youths who were being targeted under the genocidal mass incarceration program that was further expanded by the first Clinton administration.

Bernie Sanders talks about a revolution—but his “revolution” leaves intact the system that produces inequality, poverty, and oppression. He can only end up dividing the spoils and plunder of the U.S.’s international empire more equally in the “home country.” No! What’s needed is a REAL Revolution to take down that empire and build a world without any exploitation and oppression.

Ted Cruz calls for bombing campaigns against Arab countries that would “make the desert sands glow,” intense spying and police repression of Muslim communities within the U.S., and a ban on any right to abortion whatsoever. And this Christian fascist lunatic is being billed as the moderate, sensible alternative to Trump to run this system.

Get Ready for an Actual Revolution to Bring This System Down And Bring Something Much Better into Being